
SABRE RAIL
Travel agents are increasingly expected to offer a wider spectrum of travel-related content and services. Demand for rail 
travel has risen significantly in recent years but rail tickets, passes and reservations remain too complex for travellers to 
purchase on their own directly.

With Rail, agents can offer comprehensive, worldwide rail options through a simple workflow, allowing you to expand sales 
opportunities and value-add to their customer offerings easily.

Take this opportunity to enhance your revenue stream by extending comprehensive rail content to your customers today. 

WHAT’S IN IT FOR YOU
INCREASE YOUR REVENUE by providing rail as 
an alternative travel option to your customers. 

EARN DIRECT AND IMMEDIATE 
COMMISSION from the vendor at the point of 
payment.

SERVICE YOUR CUSTOMER PROMPTLY with 
real-time 24/7 access to rates and availability. 

WORK FASTER with the new standardised, 
intuitive web portal that facilitates a single sign-
on from your point-of-sale.

AVAILABLE GLOBALLY IN WORKSPACE

OFFER COMPREHENSIVE, WORLDWIDE RAIL 
OPTIONS THROUGH A SIMPLE WORKFLOW



An innovative technology company that leads  
the travel industry by helping our customers succeed.
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HOW IT WORKS FOR YOU
Rail can be accessed vis-à-vis two platforms through the host for airline-style reservation and interline air-rail segments; or 
via ACP Rail International web portal for even more rail products and options.

Agents can access comprehensive content offering from both host and web portal. As a complement to the host offering, 
ACP Rail International web portal aggregates more than 30 rail compaines content from all major networks in Europe, 
America, Australia, Japan and more, allowing agents to shop and book both network passes as well as point-to-point tickets. 

Both host and web portal have a simple booking workflow too.

Through host rail, agents can search and book AccesRail (9B) within the host screen, alongside other air segments. It also 
supports e-ticketing and Bank Settlement Plan (BSP) payment, making the entire booking process hassle-free.

Through ACP Rail International web portal, you can access rail options via an intuitive point-and-click graphical user interface. 

Bookings via host and web portal are captured in the PNR, facilitating servicing and invoicing.

MEET CUSTOMERS’ DEMAND 
for rail travel with comprehensive 
service options around the world.

SAVES TIME with the new rail 
web portal’s simple workflow as 

well as it’s intuitive, point-and-click 
graphical user interface, without 

having to obtain individual licenses 
from the various rail vendors.

ACCESS MORE RAIL OPTIONS 
including both passes and point-

to-point tickets via the web portal.  
Rail providers that only offer paper 
tickets can be easily searched and 

booked through this platform.

HOW WILL YOU STAND OUT


